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Abstract

One of the key challenges of knowledge base
question answering (KBQA) is the multi-hop
reasoning. Since in different hops, one attends
to different parts of question, it is important
to dynamically represent the question seman-
tics for each hop. Existing methods, however,
(i) infer the dynamic question representation
only through coarse-grained attention mecha-
nisms, which may bring information loss, (ii)
and have not effectively modeled the sequen-
tial logic, which is crucial for the multi-hop
reasoning process in KBQA. To address these
issues, we propose a sequential reasoning self-
attention mechanism to capture the crucial rea-
soning information of each single hop in a
more fine-grained way. Based on Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU) which is good at modeling
sequential process, we propose a simple but
effective GRU-inspired Flow Control (GFC)
framework to model sequential logic in the
whole multi-hop process. Extensive experi-
ments on three popular benchmark datasets
have demonstrated the superior effectiveness
of our model. In particular, GFC achieves new
state-of-the-art Hits@1 of 76.8% on WebQSP
and is also effective when KB is incomplete.
Our code and data are available at https:
//github.com/Xie-Minghui/GFC.

1 Introduction

Knowledge base question answering (KBQA) aims
to answer questions from structured knowledge
bases. In real application scenarios of KBQA, rea-
soning with multiple hops over knowledge graph
(KG) is necessary for answering complex questions.
Therefore, how to perform multi-hop reasoning ef-
fectively becomes a key challenge for multi-hop
KBQA task (Sun et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018;
Ho et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2020; Han et al., 2020).

Existing methods for multi-hop KBQA have
three main strands. The first is semantic parsing
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Figure 1: The above picture shows relations attention
weights on the reasoning paths of GFC and the strong
path-based method TransferNet. The final entity scores
are the weighted sum of two hops which are positive
correlation with relation attention weights. TransferNet
tends to give r1 high score in the 2nd hop, thus obtaining
wrong answer (right). GFC can effectively weaken the
attention of r1 in the 2nd hop by introducing GRU-
like sequential logic into the multi-hop process (left).
People tend to pay more attention to current relations
while pay less attention to past relations. Thus GFC is
more consistent with human reasoning habit.

based methods, which generate query graphs or
statements by parsing questions (Yih et al., 2015;
Luo et al., 2018; Lan and Jiang, 2020). The sec-
ond is embedding-based methods which score the
embeddings of question objectives and candidate
answers (Dong et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2016; Hao
et al., 2017; Saxena et al., 2020). The third is path-
based methods, which start from topic entities of
question and walk on KG to find answers. The
third direction has its own advantages in terms of
interpretability and extensibility (Sen et al., 2021).
In recent years, more and more works have focused
on path-based multi-hop reasoning methods (He
et al., 2021; Sen et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2021).

However, existing methods still face some criti-
cal problems. First, path-based methods and some
embedding-based methods usually leverage coarse-
grained attention mechanisms to capture reasoning
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information of each hop. For example, KVMemNN
(Xu et al., 2019) adopts cross-attention between
key-value memory and sentence-level question rep-
resentation. IRN (Zhou et al., 2018) uses the
sentence-level question representation to eliminate
relation embeddings of previous hop. Some meth-
ods (He et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2021) adopt cross-
attention between the sentence-level question repre-
sentation and question tokens. However, compress-
ing all the necessary information into the sentence-
level representation may lose some crucial informa-
tion. Although these methods have achieved good
performance, there is still room for improvement.

Second, they lack modeling sequential logic ef-
fectively in the whole multi-hop process. Humans
often reason sequentially and consider past and
present information comprehensively, which is a
kind of sequential logic. However, the dynamic
question representation of each hop is relatively
independent (Cohen et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2021).
And they do not control information flow effec-
tively in different hops. For example, in Figure 1,
models need to inhibit past relations for getting the
right answer. However, existing methods cannot do
this well.

In response, we propose a novel model for multi-
hop KBQA, dubbed GFC. First, we design a se-
quential reasoning self-attention mechanism to ob-
tain more fine-grained reasoning information of
each hop. Our update mechanism combines the
self-attention mechanism with sequential logic in
the reasoning scenario. It can capture more nu-
anced reasoning information to distinguish similar
relations on KG. Second, we design a simple but
effective GRU-inspired flow control framework to
model the sequential logic in the whole multi-hop
process more effectively. This framework controls
reasoning information flow among different hops,
which enables GFC to consider reasoning informa-
tion of past and present comprehensively. Besides,
it tactfully integrates the proposed update mecha-
nism into itself through our heuristic thinking about
GRU. Inspired by the gating mechanism of GRU,
we also introduce a self-gate unit to filter out redun-
dant past reasoning information. As integral parts
of framework, these mechanisms further enhance
the capability of the overall flow control framework.
Our key contributions are as follows:

• We design a sequential reasoning self-
attention mechanism to extract the crucial rea-
soning information of single hop in a more

fine-grained way.

• We propose a GRU-inspired flow control
framework to model the sequential logic in
the whole multi-hop process more effectively.

• Through controlling reasoning flow among
hops and our novel update mechanism, GFC is
superior to most existing methods. Specially,
GFC achieves new state-of-the-art Hits@1 re-
sult of 76.8% on WebQSP and is also highly
effective when KB is incomplete.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we mainly focus on neural network
based methods.

2.1 Path-based Methods

These methods usually infer hop by hop over
knowledge graph. Thus they can produce the rea-
soning chains to provide better interpretability.
Differentiable Knowledge Graph These methods
use a sparse-matrix reified KB proposed by ReifKB
(Cohen et al., 2020) to represent a symbolic knowl-
edge base. The reasoning process is formulated
as the multiplication of entity vector and relation
matrix. E2EQA (Sen et al., 2021) handles multiple-
entity questions by intersecting answers of different
topic entities. TransferNet (Shi et al., 2021) pro-
poses an effective and trasparent framework. These
methods need no retraining for new entities and are
easy to apply in large knowledge graph because
they encode entities as one-hot embeddings. How-
ever, they lack modeling sequential logic in the
whole multi-hop process effectively.
Reinforcement Learning These methods view the
multi-hop reasoning process as a multi-step deci-
sion making process using reinforcement learning.
MINERVA (Das et al., 2018) and SRN (Qiu et al.,
2020) define states as tuple of question and entities,
actions as traverse operation from the current en-
tity on knowledge graph. NSM (He et al., 2021)
uses teacher network to provide weak intermediate
supervision signals of reasoning paths to student
network. Although they have strong interpretabil-
ity, they usually suffer from the convergency issue
due to the huge search space and are harder to train
compared to other approaches.

2.2 Embedding-based Methods

KVMemNN (Miller et al., 2016) reads key-value
memory iteratively to conduct multi-hop reasoning.
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EmbedKGQA (Saxena et al., 2020) utilizes KG em-
beddings to score question and condidate answers.
GraftNet (Sun et al., 2018) and PullNet (Sun et al.,
2019) retrieve a qustion-specific subgraph and then
use graph convolutional network (Kipf and Welling,
2017) to implicitly infer answers. They enjoy high
recall but suffer from much noisy entities. They
have relatively weak interpretability because they
usually cannot produce the reasoning chains.

3 Methodology

The diagram of our proposed model GFC is shown
in Figure 2. The task of KBQA is to find the answer
entities for natural language question q with the
help of a relation graph G. The entities mentioned
in a question are called topic entities. Starting
from topic entities, we derive the gold answer enti-
ties through the multi-hop reasoning on knowledge
graph. Our proposed model GFC adopts a sparse-
matrix reified KB proposed by RefiedKB (Cohen
et al., 2020) to represent symbolic knowledge base.
This representation method enables our model to
perform rapid calculations on large scale knowl-
edge graphs and need no retraining for new entities.

3.1 Sequential Reasoning Self-Attention
Mechanism

To capture the crucial reasoning information in a
more fine-grained way and alleviate the loss of
crucial reasoning information of each hop, we com-
bine the self-attention mechanism with the sequen-
tial logic in the multi-hop process. Specially, we
view the initial question representation as query,
and the question representation of previous hop as
key and value. Given the initial question represen-
tation H0 and the question representation Ht−1 at
hop t − 1 (t ∈ [1, T ]), we firstly transform Ht−1

and then compute attention matrix S with H0. Af-
ter that, we do row-wise softmax on S to figure out
which parts of Ht−1 are more important in current
hop. The processed matrix is noted as Sq. Then we
apply the computed attention matrix Sq to Ht−1 to
obtain the crucial reasoning information Ũ t. The
detailed computing process is as follows:

S = Fk(Ht−1)×H0 (1)

Sq = row-wise softmax(S) (2)

Ũ t = Ht−1 × Sq (3)

where Fk denotes a linear fully connected layer,
{H0, Ht−1, Ũ t} ∈ RL×d and {S, Sq} ∈ RL×L. L
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Multi-hop Attention
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of our proposed GFC
model.

is the length of question and d is the hidden size.
At the first hop, Ht−1 equals H0. In this case,

this process is a vanilla self-attention mechanism.
As the reasoning process goes on, Ht−1 is no
longer equal to H0, which means we use the ques-
tion representation of previous hop and the initial
question representation to capture the crucial rea-
soning information through the self-attention mech-
anism. Therefore, we call this process the sequen-
tial reasoning self-attention mechanism.

3.2 GRU-inspired Flow Control Framework
After capturing the crucial reasoning information of
current hop, how to control the reasoning informa-
tion flow is crucial in modeling the sequential logic
in the whole multi-hop process effectively. Mo-
tivated by the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho
et al., 2014), we propose a simple but effective rea-
soning information flow control framework. Here
is how we get inspired. The main part of GRU is
as follows:
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h̃t = tanh(Whx
t +Uh(r

t ⊙ ht−1) + bh) (4)

ht = zt ⊙ ht−1 + (1− zt)⊙ h̃t (5)

where xt, ht−1 and h̃t are the input, the previous
hidden state and the new hidden state, respectively.
rt and zt are the reset gate and update gate, respec-
tively. Wh, Uh and bh are trainable parameters.

Analogy to the above formulas, we view the cru-
cial reasoning information Ũ t heuristically as the
new hidden state h̃t because Ũ t is also updated
information like h̃t. This means our sequential rea-
soning self-attention mechanism plays the same
role as Eq. 4. Similar to Eq. 5, we synthesize the
past and present reasoning information by introduc-
ing the gate mechanism. As pointed out in Cho
et al. (2014) , the update gate zt selects whether
the hidden state is to be updated with a new hid-
den state h̃t while the reset gate rt decides whether
the previous hidden state ht−1 is ignored. In our
sequential reasoning self-attention mechanism, Ũ t

is the crucial reasoning information of current hop.
Therefore, we do not need an update gate zt but a
reset gate rt to decide how much the past reasoning
information is retained. Therefore, we deduce the
following equation:

U t = rt ⊙U t−1 + Ũ t (6)

To achieve the effect of the reset gate rt, we
introduce the self-gate unit (SGU). Figure 3 illus-
trates the architecture of SGU.

Point-wise 
Product

Relation 
Classification

Linear

Gate

SGU

U

U′

Figure 3: Self-Gate Unit (SGU).

The SGU will get the internal attention distribu-
tion for eliminating the irrelevant information of
previous reasoning information U t−1. The detailed
process is as follows:

SGU(U t−1) = T (U t−1)⊙U t−1 (7)

T (U t−1) = σ(U t−1W1 + b1) (8)

where T (·) indicates the transform gate, σ(·) is the
element-wise sigmoid function that confines the

point-wise weights into a fixed range. ⊙ denotes
the Hadamard product. W1 ∈ Rd×d and b1 ∈ Rd

are trainable parameters. Thus the final reason-
ing information U t of current hop is calculated as
follows:

U t = SGU(U t−1) + Ũ t (9)

To alleviate large semantic deviation in the
whole multi-hop process, we add the reasoning
information U t to the initial question semantics. Fi-
nally, the dynamic question representation of each
hop in our model is computed as follows:

Ht = H0 + SGU(U t−1) + Ũ t (10)

As shown in Figure 4, our proposed framework
is similar to the architecture of GRU (Cho et al.,
2014) and Bert (Devlin et al., 2019), which can be
viewed as a fusion of two powerful NLP models
approximatively. This inspires us to model the
multi-hop reasoning process in the same way that
we model language sequences.
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Figure 4: The schematic diagram of the GRU-inspired
Flow Control Framework.

3.3 Fusion and Reasoning Module
After getting the fine-grained dynamic question rep-
resentation, we use it to determine which relations
we should walk on knowledge graph in current hop.
In detail, we sum the cross attention matrix Sq in
column direction and then do softmax to obtain the
weight of each token. Then we fuse the dynamic
question representation Ht using these weights to
get the question vector qt ∈ Rd for relation predic-
tion. The computing process is as follows:

qt = Ht × softmax(
∑

Sq) (11)
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Then we use qt to make a multi-label classification
on the relations of knowledge graph, which makes
our model can lookup multiple paths in parallel on
knowledge graph:

rt = sigmoid(Fr(qt)) (12)

where Fr is a linear fully connected layer. The
follow operation will calculate the scores of all
entities in the t hop. The resulting entity vector et
of each hop is computed as:

et = follow(et−1, rt) (13)

where et ∈ [0, 1]n is the scores of all entities in the
t hop. e0 is the initial score where only the topic
entities get 1.

3.4 Output Layer
At the end of all T hops, we will calculate the multi-
hop attention distribution a ∈ RT to determine
which hop answers are located in. We argue that
the question semantics of t hop is wrong if the right
answers can be obtained within t− 1 hop. Thus we
collect the dynamic question representations of all
hops to calculate the multi-hop attention score:

a = softmax(Fh([q1; · · · ; qT ])) (14)

where Fh denotes a linear fully connected layer.
The final predicted answers ŷ are computed as:

ŷ =
T∑

t=1

atet (15)

Given the golden answer set y, we take the L2
Euclidean distance between ŷ and y as our training
objective:

L = ||ŷ − y|| (16)

Since the framework is totally differentiable, we
can learn all the intermediate probability values via
this simple goal.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
MetaQA (Zhang et al., 2018) is a large-scale
dataset of multi-hop KBQA with more than 400k
questions, which are generated using dozens of
templates and have up to 3 hops. Its knowledge
graph is from the movie domain, including 43k
entities, 9 predicates and 135k triples. Each sample
has a corresponding hop label.

WebQSP (Yih et al., 2016) is a subset of We-
bQuestions and completes the corresponding query
statement. It contains 4,737 questions (2,998
train, 1,639 test) based on Freebase (Bollacker
et al., 2008) which has millions of entities and
triples. These questions can be solved under the
reasoning chain of 1 hop or 2 hops. Following
(Saxena et al., 2020), we pruned the KB to contain
only mentioned relations and within 2-hop triples
of mentioned entities. In order to improve the
reasoning ability, we add reversed predicates.
Finally, the KB includes 1.8 million entities, 1144
predicates and 11.4 million triples.
CompWebQ (Talmor and Berant, 2018) is a
further enhanced version of WebQSP with 34,689
questions (27,649 train, 3,509 dev, 3,531 test).
It contains more complex multi-hop questions,
mainly including type constraints, display or im-
plicit time constraints and aggregation operations.

4.2 Baselines
• KVMemNN (Miller et al., 2016) uses the key-

value memory to store triplet knowledge and
conducts multi-hop reasoning by reading the
memory iteratively.

• GraftNet (Sun et al., 2018) uses Personal-
ized PageRank method to extract a question-
specific subgraph and then infers answers us-
ing graph nerual network.

• PullNet (Sun et al., 2019) uses an iterative pro-
cess to construct a question-specific subgraph
and infers with heterogeneous information to
find the best answers.

• ReifKB (Cohen et al., 2020) proposes a
sparse-matrix reified KB to represent a sym-
bolic knowledge base, which can be trained
in an end-to-end way.

• EmbedKGQA (Saxena et al., 2020) utilizes
the link predict ability of KG embeddings
(Bordes et al., 2013; Trouillon et al., 2016)
to handle multi-hop reasoning questions, es-
pecially on incomplete knowledge graph.

• EMQL (Sun et al., 2020) proposes set opera-
tors to construct a more faithful query method
for deductive reasoning.

• NSM (He et al., 2021) proposes teacher net-
work to provide weak supervision signals of
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Model MetaQA WebQSP CompWebQ
1-hop 2-hop 3-hop Hits@1 F1 Hits@1

Embed-based

KVMemNN (Miller et al., 2016) 96.2 82.7 48.9 46.7 38.6 21.1
GraftNet (Sun et al., 2018) 97.0 94.8 77.7 67.8 62.4 32.8
PullNet (Sun et al., 2019) 97.0 99.9 91.4 68.1 – 47.2
EmbedKGQA (Saxena et al., 2020) 97.5 98.8 94.8 66.6 – –
EMQL (Sun et al., 2020) – 98.6 99.1 75.5 – –

Path-based

ReifiedKB (Cohen et al., 2020) 96.2 81.1 72.3 52.7 – –
NSM (He et al., 2021) – – – 74.3 67.4 –
TransferNet (Shi et al., 2021) 97.5 100.0 100.0 71.4 – 48.6
GFC (ours) 97.7 100.0 100.0 76.8 69.2 50.4

Table 1: Experimental results of Hits@1 on MetaQA, WebQSP and CompWebQ and F1 on WebQSP.

reasoning paths for the student network.

• LSRL (Yan et al., 2021) proposes three rela-
tion learning tasks for BERT-based KBQA,
including relation extraction, relation match-
ing, and relation reasoning.

• TransferNet (Shi et al., 2021) proposes an
effective and transparent framework, which
supports both label and text relations.

4.3 Experimental Settings
In order to intuitively reflect the ability of our
model in multi-hop questions, we label each ques-
tion on WebQSP with the number of hops accord-
ing to the reasoning chains in the original data.
Only about 20 questions have no reasoning chains.
So we manually label the missing reasoning chains.
The label information is only used when evaluating.

For the experiments of WebQSP and Comp-
WebQ, we use the uncased base version of pre-
trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the ques-
tion encoder. We download the bert-base-uncased
model from HuggingFace 1. We set the hop sizes
T = 2 for WebQSP and CompWebQ dataset. For
the experiments of MetaQA, we use bi-directional
GRU (Chung et al., 2014) as the question encoder
and set the hop size T = 3.

Our model is trained using RAdam (Liu et al.,
2020) optimizer with a learning rate of 1e−3. We
use a scheduler that decreases linearly after increas-
ing from 0 to 1e−3 during a linear warmup period.
For BERT, we use a smaller learning rate 3e−5.
The mini-batch size on WebQSP is set to 16, on
CompWebQ is 64 and on MetaQA is 128. Besides
Hits@1, we also use the average question-wise F1

score as our evaluation metrics. We trained our
1https://huggingface.co/

bert-base-uncased

model on a single GPU of Tesla P40, which took
about 16 hours for WebQSP, 40 hours for Comp-
WebQ and 6 hours for MetaQA.

4.4 Main Results

Table 1 compares different models on three bench-
marks. As we can see, GFC performs pretty much
the same way as state-of-the-art model TransferNet
of MetaQA. GFC performs perfectly in the 2-hop
and 3-hop questions on MetaQA. As for the 1-hop
questions of MetaQA, GFC achives 97.7% which
surpasses TransferNet and EmbedKGQA. The rea-
son why the performance on 1-hop is worse than
2-hop and 3-hop is that more relation constraints
can alleviate the noise of the dataset itself.

WebQSP is more complex than MetaQA, be-
cause it has much more relations and triplets
but much less training samples. Specially, GFC
gets 76.8% on WebQSP dataset for Hits@1,
which achieves new state-of-the-art performance.
Our path-based method beats the most effective
embedding-based method EMQL (75.5%). In other
words, our path-based method not only has better
interpretability and extensibility, but also has better
performance. GFC also achieves very competitive
result 69.2% for F1. On CompWebQ dataset, we
compare the results with Shi et al. (2021) and Sun
et al. (2019) on the dev set. GFC achieves 50.4%
for Hits@1, which performs better than Transfer-
Net (48.6%) and PullNet (47.2%).

4.5 Ability to model sequential logic

To verify GFC can model the sequential logic in the
whole multi-hop process effectively, we compare
Hits@1 of 1-hop and 2-hop questions respectively
between GFC and the strong path-based model
TransferNet (Shi et al., 2021) based on the hop
labels of WebQSP.
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Model WebQSP
1-hop 2-hop

TransferNet 79.4 58.7
GFC (ours) 81.6 68.4

Table 2: Hits@1 comparison of 1-hop and 2-hop ques-
tions on WebQSP between GFC and TransferNet.

Table 2 shows that Hits@1 of 1-hop and 2-hop
questions increase by 2.2% and 9.7% respectively.
The fact that GFC performs much better in 2-hop
questions proves the effectiveness of our proposed
GRU-inspired flow control framework. The whole
framework can consider what has already been fo-
cused on and alleviate some illogical reasoning
(Please refer Figure 1).

4.6 Reasoning ability over incomplete KG

In real application scenarios, knowledge graph
(KG) is usually incomplete, which requires models
to have stronger reasoning ability and robustness.
In general, there are several similar paths from the
topic entities to the answers entities. But some
paths are incorrect even if they can lead to the
right answers. As shown in Figure 6, there are two
paths from the topic entity George VI to the answer
Queen Elizabeth. But the path above is wrong,
because the relations people.person.children and
people.person.parents are not correct for the spe-
cific question What is the name of king george vi
wife. Some of these paths will disappear when KB
is incomplete. In this case, we must follow the
right paths to get the right answers, which requires
stronger reasoning ability and robustness of mod-
els. For embedding-based methods, they will get
worse embeddings of entities and relations because
the number of triplets for training KG embeddings
becomes much less. we compare GFC with other

Model WebQSP WebQSP KG-50

KVMemNN 46.7 32.7
GRAFT-Net 67.8 48.2
PullNet 68.1 50.3
EmbedKGQA 66.6 53.2
TransferNet 71.4 52.4
LSRL 72.9 58.8

GFC (ours) 76.8 59.5

Table 3: The performance comparison of Hits@1 with
the full KG and the 50% KG on WebQSP.

competitive methods on the incomplete WebQSP
with half KG preprocessed by EmbedKGQA (Sax-
ena et al., 2020). The results in Table 3 shows
that GFC achieves 59.5% for Hits@1 and performs
much better than EmbedKGQA (53.2%), which
aims to handle the multi-hop KBQA on incom-
plete KG specially. GFC also surpasses the strong
path-based method TransferNet by a large margin,
which proves our method has stronger reasoning
ability. In particularly, GFC surpasses previous
state-of-the-art LSRL (58.8%), while keeping sim-
ple without additional pre-trained tasks.

4.7 Impact of hop size

1 2 3 4 5
hop size

40

50

60

70

80

90

H
its

@
1(

%
)

GFC TransferNet

Figure 5: Results when setting different hop sizes

Hop size is a crucial hyperparameter. To inves-
tigate its impact, we compare the performance of
GFC and TransferNet when choosing different hop
sizes. As shown in Figure 5, the performance of
both models decreases to varying degrees when the
hop size increases. Most questions on WebQSP
need no more than 2-hop reasoning. Excessive hop
sizes will introduce additional noise. But compared
to TransferNet, GFC has a more stable performance
among different hops. As hop size increases, the
gap between two models gradually widens.

4.8 Ablation Study
We remove or replace model components and re-
port the performance on WebQSP and CompWebQ
datasets in Table 4. In (a), we remove the SGU. In
(b), we replace H0 with Ht−1 of Eq. 10 to evaluate
the importance of the initial question semantics. In
(c), we remove past reasoning information, which
can be viewed as a part ablation experiment of
GRU-inspired information flow control framework.
But sequential reasoning self-attention mechanism
and some tightly connected modules still remains.

As is shown in Table 4, taking WebQSP as an
example, the past reasoning information is the most
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Question:What is the name of [king george vi] 

wife?

Answer: Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother

Path:  George VI     people.person.spouse_s

CVT     people.marriage.spouse      Queen 

Elizabeth The Queen Mother

Support Triples:  
(George VI, person.spouse_s, CVT) 
(CVT, marriage.spouse, Queen Elizabeth) 
(George VI, children, Princess Margaret) 
(Princess Margaret, parents, Queen Elizabeth) 

George VI

Princess
Margaret

people.person.
spouse_s 0.947 CVT

Queen 
Elizabeth 

people.person.
parents 0.02

Score: 0.001

Score: 1.000

people.person.
spouse_s

people.m
arri

age.sp
ouse

1.000

people.family.

country

0.0100.577

people.appointm

ent.apointed_by

people.p
ers

on.

child
ren

0.347

CVT

1-hop 
  

2-hop

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

Multi-hop Attention

Figure 6: The crucial part of reasoning process of one example from WebQSP. We start from the topic entity George
VI. In the 1st hop, GFC gives relation people.person.spouse_s the highest score 0.947. There is no path from George
VI with relation people.appointment.apointed_by. Thus, this path will be broken. This is one of advantages of our
method which can use rich knowledge graph topology information to filter out irrelevant relations and entities. The
final score of Queen Elizabeth is the sum of two paths. The final answers are selected by the multi-hop attention.
We restrict the score in [0,1] for training model easily.

Model WebQSP CWQ

GFC-full(ours) 76.8 50.4

(a) w/o SGU 75.3 49.6
(b) w/o initial semantics 76.1 49.9
(c) w/o past information 75.1 49.3

Table 4: Ablation study on WebQSP and CompWebQ
(CWQ).

critical to the performance (1.7% drop), which
proves past reasoning information can help current
decision. In (b), the performance reduces about
0.7%, which indicates update upon the initial ques-
tion representation can alleviate the large semantic
deviation indeed. In (a), the SGU accounts for
1.5% performance drop respectively, which proves
the effectiveness of the SGU in refining reasoning
information and alleviate introducing the noise of
past reasoning information.

4.9 Error Analysis

Figure 6 shows the reasoning process of one cor-
rect example of our model GFC. In addition, we
explore frequently observed error cases where the
proposed model fails to produce correct answers.
The first type of error is that questions are tokenized
incorrectly by BERT tokenizer, such as what highs
##cho ##ol did harper lee go to and when’s the last
time the steelers won the superb ##ow ##l. BERT
tokenizes the crucial topic entity incorrectly, which

causes our model unable to recognize the correct
relations in current hop. A simple and easy way
to think of is to add these wrong tokenized entities
into the vocabulary. But in this way, the pretrained
word embeddings of BERT cannot be used. We try
to learn these words from scratch, but get worse
results because there is no enough training samples
for these entities. The second type error is because
of relation confusion. Many relations have very
similar meanings, such as tv.tv_guest_role.actor
and tv.regular_tv_appearance.actor. GFC cannot
distinguish them clearly, because the number of
samples related with them is so small.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we design (i) a sequential reasoning
self-attention mechanism to extract the crucial rea-
soning information of each single hop in a more
fine-grained way and (ii) a GRU-inspired flow con-
trol framework to model sequential logic in the
whole multi-hop process more effectively. Exper-
imental results show the superior performance of
GFC. Specially, GFC achieves new state-of-the-art
Hits@1 performance on WebQSP. GFC also shows
its high effectiveness when KB is incomplete. As
a path-based method, GFC not only has better in-
terpretability and extensibility, but also has better
performance. In future work, we plan to investigate
further on how to model the multi-hop reasoning
process using the structures of language models.
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Limitations

Although our method achieves surprising perfor-
mance in the multi-hop KBQA task, there are still
some limitations to be improved. The limitation of
our study are summarized as follows:

1) The optimal hop size in our model depends on
experimental results. On one hand, the perfor-
mance of GFC are not stable enough when the
hop size increases (shown in Figure 5). On the
other hand, the hop size required to reason is
different for complex questions in real applica-
tion scenarios. Reasoning with the same hop
size for all questions will greatly increase the
computational cost and introduce unnecessary
noise. Thus how to determine the optimal hop
size for each question adaptively still remains
a key challenge for multi-hop KBQA task.

2) As discussed in error analysis, some relations
have very similar meanings but with few train-
ing samples. Our model does not work well
with these relations.

3) Our model can only receive feedback from fi-
nal answers. How to provide more supervision
signals from the perspective of model design
will be an interesting exploration direction.
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